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Abstract—In this paper, we first consider the quality of service problems in heterogeneous wireless networks for sending the video data, which their problem of being real-time is pronounced. At last, we present a method for ensuring the end-to-end quality of service at application layer level for adaptable sending of the video data at heterogeneous wireless networks. To do this, mechanism in different layers has been used. We have used the stop mechanism, the adaptation mechanism and the graceful degrade at the application layer, the multi-level congestion feedback mechanism in the network layer and connection cutting off decision mechanism in the link layer. At the end, the presented method and the achieved improvement is simulated and presented in the NS-2 software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MOST application programs in the present network such as video conference, and far-away training depend on techniques of sending the video data. The researcher agree that two properties of future network are that they are wireless and they have the movement ability. The wireless network have different types such as satellite networks, cellular communication networks, local area network (LAN) and personal area networks including Bluetooth [16] . The public specifications of wireless heterogeneous networks are described as follow.

• High error rate, because of geographical natural obstacles, signal multi-path weakening, and moving persons in the local networks have high error rate [17]–[18].
• High error rate, because of geographical natural obstacles, signal multi-path weakening, and moving persons in the local networks have high error rate [17]–[18].
• limited bandwidth and low sending speed: in act, there are no local wireless network with high bandwidth and high sending rate. In cellular and local wireless networks and satellite communication networks, there are problems such as high bandwidth difference between two networks and also the problems of unsymmetrical that prevent of using a unit protocol [8]–[9]–[15]–[17]–[27].
• Connection cutting off spans: at cell changing time, the connection is cutting off for a moment, which is called handoff. For lessening the handoff, the wireless networks should have co wearing with all technologies [23]. In the wireless networks, we cannot use the TCP for sending the video data. Because this protocol accounted the protocol of losing the package to be the result of congestion in the networks whereas it maybe the result of wireless link error or handoff for sending the video data [43].

We use the UDP protocol and since this protocol has not any control on numbering, time-label and data flow types it is necessary that works be done by mechanisms at application layer. It seems that for solving the problems of wireless networks for sending the video data, we should make changes in several layers and it is not enough the change in only one layer [41]–[42].

II. CONGESTION MULTI-LEVEL EXPLICIT FEEDBACK

The TCP congestion controlling is base on the idea that the congestion at network is the only cause of getting lost of the packages. Therefore, with any package that got lost, the window decreases its own congestion. At the wireless environment, in which the error rate is very high, and the connection are alternatively cutting off and joining, the decrease in congestion window causes a decrease in the use of bandwidth, after losing the packages, which have not got lost because of congestion. Later, the congestion explicit feedback mechanism or ECN has been present to confront these problems.

For achieving an exact feedback of network, we used a mechanism, which we called application layer explicit multilevel feedback for congestion [32]. This mechanism has used two allocated bits at IP fillet (bits 7 and 8 at eight bits a "service type" at IPV4 and eight bits a traffic class at IPV6) for network feedback representation [30]. This mechanism uses two allocated bits for congestion explicit declaration, declaring four different congestion feedbacks. « 00 » for declaring that the connection cannot send the congestion explicit declaration feedback, « 01 » for declaring without-
congestion state, « 10 » for declaring slight-congestion state and « 11 » for declaring intense-congestion state.

Three different limits for RED queue have been used for separating these there different levels [4]. These three limits are minimum limit, middle limit and maximum limit. When the queue size is lower than the minimum limit, no package is marked, because no congestion happened in the network .when the queue size is between minimum and middle limits, the packages with maximum probability of \( P_{mark(10)} \) is marked with « 10 ». The other packages that are of same « 01 » quality, remains without mark. When package size is between maximum and middle limits, the packages are marked with maximum probability of \( P_{mark(11)} \) with « 11 » mark and the rest of packages are marked with « 10 ». After the maximum limit, all the packages mark with « 11 ».

All of these quantities take quantity at network line-finders is two IP fillet bits. After reaching this feedback to the receiver, the receiver informed this quantity to application layer, and without sending the IP layer feedback for congestion explicit declaration to sender, awaits alone for adaptation operation at application layer.

The only help of the use of network occupation-state feedback transportation layer is the increase or decreases of the congestion window at sender for controlling sending rate. This method will cause the prevention of congestion, but the important issue that exists that the intensive in creasing of congested window size has a bad effect on video sending rate, which is sensitive to intensive changes of sending rate. This issue showed the benefits of using feedback at application layer level.

In network feedback state and made decisions, whit regard to the increase of decision-making parameters, solves problems of making a mistake in the two different scenarios of losing the package either because of error of wireless link or for congestion. The used feedback mechanism has good synchrone use ability with other traffics. In addition, this mechanism has the use ability with old line-finders that put different quantities in IP fillet. This issue helps us to use this mechanism in the network in which old line-finders exist yet.

Here, three basic changes have been applied on the presented mechanisms to be implemented either for the using risk or for its cost. This is possible because firstly the line finders in the wireless network are the same communicational station. Secondly, we can make the necessary changes for this mechanism only by changing the queue mechanism, which usually is implemented in the line-finders, is so software from. Thirdly, because the offered algorithm is able to adapt to the old line-finders, it is not possible for the scenarios of congestion declaration error to be emerged.

**A. Justifiability Examination of Congestion Multi-Level Feedback Mechanism**

The necessary change for implementing explicit multi-level congestion declaration is different in two units. The first one is applying a change in packages marking mechanism that happens in line-finders. The second one is the necessary changes in link receiver direction, which should be able to transfer the data, which are relevant to feedback, to the application layer [30]. First one is that the obtained feedback is not used for matching the transportation layer fillet quantity and contrary to the before mechanisms, it has been transported to application layer. The second is that the multi-level feedback mechanism in network layer level or transportation layer level is not transferred to the sender and only the made decisions in application layer will be declared to sender in fillet application layer and the third basic difference is in the manner of probability calculation. The probability in this method is calculated as follow.

**III. DISTINGUISHING THE HANDOFF AND CUTTING off SPANS**

In this unit, we use the ability of mobile devices to distinguish the occurrence or the occurrence probability of connection cutting off spans in wireless networks. In mechanisms such as freeze TCP [1]–[40], it has been referred to using the signal weakness for distinguishing the handoff and cutting off spans at the wireless networks. We use this mobile host ability for transferring it to application layer adaptation and use it as a decision-making parameter in the application layer adaptation mechanism. To do this, we imagine that a mobile host is at minimum limit of a wireless network. At cell changing time or changing the wireless service, before doing handoff and cutting off, the signal weakens in mobile host. In addition, in the case that the connection cutting off is because of interference and wireless link problems, this connection cutting off can forecast by mobile host of receive signal weakening.

**IV. BANDWIDTH STATE, SENDING SPEED AND DISPLAY BUFFER**

As referred before, the accessible bandwidth is the least unused bandwidth of all links that are between sender and receiver throughout the route, if the sending rate of data flow is less than accessible bandwidth or equal to it, the receiving rate is receiver is equal to sender sending rate. Otherwise, the receiving rate is less than sender is. With regard to what has been said, the receiving rate is a function of sending rate, link capacity and accessible bandwidth among links between basis and destination. No pharynx in the system can determine the receiving rate by it self.

For measuring end-to-end quality of accessible bandwidth, a set of periodic flows is sent between two ends of flow. For each flow, the receiver analyzes and gains the unilateral delay changes, specifying whether the sending rate is more than accessible bandwidth quantity or is less than it is. We have supposed that for measuring speed quantity and accessible bandwidth, we can use a set of video packages as a package train to estimate asymptotic dispersion rate which can be imagined to be the receiving rate in sender [14]. This measurement has been done on movable window with constant size. Therefore, the number of packages in different estimation may vary. Then the estimated quantity was used for concluding a bout accessible bandwidth case.
V. ADAPTATION MECHANISM

After gaining all of the necessary information, the decision will be made and executed. In our offered mechanism, firstly the quality and speed ae selected so that they are used with each other. Secondly, it is not necessary that after the time of lowering the sending speed, we must have compensation time, because the decisions would be made so that the receivers display buffer does not empty.

A. Quality Adaptation

There are different methods for quality adaptation their most important ones are: changing the congestion rate of an online encoder, switching between several pre-encoded video types with different quality , eliminating a layer of congestion hierarchy layers at encoder and changing the compressing of one pre-compressed type .

In our offered method, we imagine that quality adaptation is done at sender side and adaptation type is also requested by switching between different types with different video data quality. This sending rate adaptation is made on the basis of the receivers' request.

B. Stop Mechanism

In designing this mechanism, we suppose that the UDP will be used for transportation layer. The numbering and putting the time label on packages are done by application layer mechanisms.

We use the stop mechanism, used in application layer, for confronting to losing the packages and their resending at the time of hand off. For using application layer stop method we, at first, use a method like freeze-TCP in transportation layer. This mechanism, called ATCP, is presented for confronting to hand offs and cutting off of the long connections at wireless networks. This mechanism requires only the changes at connections mobile side and network layer feedback. For declaring the connection position in this algorithm, it is supposed that at the time of starting and cuttings off the connections, the link layer send an accidental declaration signal for mobile TCP. At the end, this algorithm increases the efficiency and giving passage to the transmission control protocol on the wireless links.

We changed the above algorithm and used if for using at our application layer adaptation so that we assume that the signals weakness and its distinction in link layer are used by mobile user as a sign for anticipating the probability of connection cutting off. In this case, if the sender side becomes aware of probable connection cutting off, it notifies the application layer of this probability by a signal.

Notice that at this method, the probability of connection cutting off is sent to application layer for anticipation the connection state, before the connection cutting off declaration of cutting signal. Now, if the sender becomes aware of this probability before the receiver, it tries to, before the connection cutting off, send the connection cutting off declaration to the receiver, and the receiver, by a signal, declares this probability to application layer, where the adaptation mechanism is applied with a signal.

The stop mechanism at application layer cause to more giving passage to connection, because the mechanisms like slow start and resending will never be executed at transportation layer and the congestion window problems and untimely decreasing will not be occurred.

When the connection sender, unable to distinguish its probability before the connection cutting off, or when it get from the receiver an end feed back based on stop , occurrence signal of the connection cutting off arrives from link layer to application layer and until receiving the next package of receiver, which is the sign of ending the connection cutting off, it stays at the same state and after the of connection cutting off, it starts sending with the same previous rate or new rate of receivers request. All of decisions are made on application layer and in receiver side.

Usually the supposition that the sender of a video data flow of a server, which is in a fixed wiry network, is more probable, but for future applications, it is possible that a method be needed for the case in which the sender is wireless or mobile. In our offered mechanism, it has been imagined that both side of sender and receiver connection can be wireless, mobile and in connection cutting off state, distinguished by the sender side the sender notifies the receiver of occurred connection cutting off and without being await for decision makers, it itself zeroes its own sending rate temporarily . After solving the connection cutting off problem, the sender checks again the position based on the arrive certified package and restart the connection according to that and the receiver’s request.

C. Graceful Degrade

With notice to the properties of wireless links, their excessive error and long connection off spans at wireless heterogeneous networks, we conclude that sometimes it may be impossible to prevent the display from becoming empty by changing the sending rate and quality and etc.

At this state, it seems to be useful to offer a mechanism as the last solution for preventing the display buffer from becoming empty (Coming down under middle limit).

We try to do speed-quality adaptation so that the display buffer has video frame more than a certain limit for displaying. However, at certain case that happened, it is better to have a mechanism for slow decreasing the observed picture quality by user in order to compensate the fast emptying of display buffer by achieved time spans at this slow quality decrease. This mechanism is used in controlled case, in order to have the least possible effect on displaying video data. For this purpose, it is supposed that when the display buffer is emptying of video frames and at the same time connection handoff and cutting off in the system happened or is happening, the offered algorithm determines the maximum users using rate for display buffer. This action is implemented at display buffer by determining a delay between using two consecutive frames.

We can do the calculations simultaneously with adaptation mechanism at the application layer until the processing time arrives to minimum. Notice that this mechanism will cause the increase in the display delay quantity at displaying start of any video data frame and because this quantity in approaching to
delay time quantity between using packages displaying 12 frames on second, the created delay quantity is insignificant from supervisor’s vision.

The other issue that seems necessary to be stated is implementing the place of this mechanism in application layer.

This mechanism will be applied in displaying queen and at time of its delivering to application program. It is notable that the offered mechanism is not an powerful enough mechanism for doing this work and only was presented with considering the display buffer conditions and packages with fixed size for displaying and very easy hypothesis about video contents and network parameters. Practicable using form at application layer needs using exact video analysis methods for reasonable actions in its practical implementing.

VI. SIMULATION AND CONCLUSION

For simulation of the offered algorithm, we used of NS-2 network simulator [31]. One of the network simulator’s desired properties is possibility for increasing the protocols, mechanism, traffics, applications and totally the things that are in the simulator itself, but have different hypothesis and parameters.

A. The used Header for Application Layer

For implementing this application, we try to assemble it on the UDP protocol and we ourselves increase the controlling process to it, the designed package has been shown in Fig. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multimedia</th>
<th>Seq No</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>CN</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Qual</th>
<th>ACK</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Disconn eet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fig. 3 The application layer designed package for transferring multi-media information

B. Measurement Parameters of Performance Algorithm

- Implementing cost
- One of the parameters assigned to implementing cost is the necessary change rate of an algorithm. In offered algorithm, the necessary change degree for implementing has been only in application layer and congestion explicit declaration mechanism. Since the application layer adaptation mechanism is in software form, the applying cost of this change is not much and in comparison with improvement that it will give to system, it can be overlooked.
- The offered congestion explicit declaration in this algorithm, observing the ECN designing principles, which are offered by Mr. Fluid, [35] can be used with old line-finders.
- The display buffer size and its not being empty as the quality seen by user: This parameter is the size of this buffer that its being empty shows that there is no package to display. Therefore, it is not being empty at the time of occurrences such as hand off and congestion for network is the main purpose of this algorithm.

C. Conclusion

In offered simulating mechanism, the following scenario was use for examining the different parameters, by using the topology indicated in Fig. 5 and by using video traffic an actual test was done on network. In this simulation, we suppose that the type of used traffic has been CBR and it has had a primary sending rate equal to one tenth megabit on second. The packages displaying rate is supposed to be 25 frames on second. In this unit, we used simulation of display butters occupation degree as a parameter that indicates the quality observed by the user.

Fig. 5 Used topology in scenario for testing the offered algorithm

For simplicity, frame size has been fixed and equal to 500 bytes. The maximum size of display buffer at destination is 50 frames that will be 2.5-kilo bytes for 500 bytes frames, is not a large quantity, and can be use in mobile wireless systems. Figs. 6 and 7 can show it.

Fig. 6 Display buffer size for a state that connection cutting off has been occurs in network for a period about one second

Fig. 7 Display buffer size for a state that connection cutting off has been occurs in network for a period about one second
The above diagrams show that at the time of happening the intense handoff in network, the offered algorithm prevents from fast emptying of buffer by using graceful degrade mechanism and then after ending the probable period of handoff, it fills faster the buffer by fast ending the stop state and starting with a fast receivable mechanism. Therefore, the quality of displayed video to user in this state is better than the inadaptable method finally. We considered the congestion happening scenario in network. In offered algorithm, at the time of congestion emergence in network graceful degrade mechanism begin working when the buffer size approaches to its minimum limit, in the other hand by decreasing the sending rate and also video quality, it helps to decreasing the congestion position. In network in Figs. 8 and 9 we see that in spite of congestion emergence at network, the display buffer has not been emptied. Therefore, the quality of display video to user in this state is better than the inadaptable method. That is, inadaptable method means sending video data on network infrastructure and ensuring of the same quality without application layer adaptation.

Fig. 8 Displays buffer size for the state that the congestion has happened at network

Fig. 9 Displays buffer size for the state that the congestion has happened at network (the zooming case)
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